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Abstract. This paper proposes some new consistency enforcing tech-
niques for job-shop scheduling problems with non relaxable time-windows.
It proposes to extend propagation mechanisms known under the name
of “shaving”, based upon the refutation of a decision. We will present
two possible extensions and discuss some experimental results obtained
on hard job-shop problems. A possible use of these cutting techniques
to help neighbourhood search procedures to escape from local optima is
presented as a future work.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes some new consistency enforcing techniques for disjunctive
scheduling problems with time-window and precedence constraints. A famous
problem is the job-shop problem with non relaxable time-windows, which is NP-
complete. To lower the average complexity of solving such scheduling constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs), specific consistency enforcing techniques based
on pure constraint propagation such as edge-finding have been developed and
successfully used in tree search procedures to prune the search space [1, 3, 5, 8,
17]. For general CSPs, a particular family of consistency enforcing techniques
based upon the refutation of a decision by constraint propagation alone (SAC
[10]) or tree search (MAC [16]) are worth their cost for hard problems; the
scheduling problem at hand is one of them. Some refutation techniques based
on the specific nature of the constraints of disjunctive scheduling have been
developed [6, 13, 15]. They are powerful consistency enforcing techniques, mainly
known under the name of “shaving”.

Section 2 presents a rapid overview of the existing shaving techniques. In
section 3 two extensions are derived and we discuss some experimental results
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obtained on job-shop instances from the literature. In section 4 some improve-
ments of these new cutting techniques and their possible use to help neighbour-
hood search procedures to escape from local optima are finally presented as a
future work.

2 Overview of Shaving Techniques

The general principle of consistency enforcing techniques based upon refutation
in CSPs goes like this: a variable is assigned a value within its domain and
constraint propagation or tree search is performed. If an inconsistency arises,
the assigned value is suppressed from the domain of the variable hence providing
a better characterization of the CSP. Some refutation techniques based on the
specific nature of the constraints of disjunctive scheduling have been developed
and known under the name of “shaving”. In this case a local constraint is posted
and the corresponding adjustments are propagated on the overall problem. An
inconsistency imposes the negation of the posted constraint, which is added to
the problem definition.

Shaving techniques have been first introduced by Carlier and Pinson in [6] un-
der the name of “global operations” and further appeared as “shaving” in [13]1.
As we consider two major types of constraints, time constraints and resource
constraints, two types of shaving techniques have been studied so far: the first
technique tries to reduce the time-windows of the tasks and the second aims to
solve disjunctions.

2.1 Reducing Time-Windows

The general principle goes like this: a task is constrained to start within a reduced
part of its time-window and constraint propagation is performed. If an infeasi-
bility arises, the task cannot be processed during this reduced time-window and
an adjustment of its original time-window is achieved. A bisection search on the
time-window of each task is performed to ensure the greatest possible reduction.

This time-window shaving has been e!ciently implemented in [13] and also
strengthened by way of a “double” shaving which iterates the Carlier-Pinson
shaving over one level of recursion. Some problems seem only solvable by this
powerful but very time consuming recursive shaving (the ABZ7 instance, a 20×15
job-shop problem open then, was solved after almost 2 days of computation).

Further developments are led in [15]. Conditions are proposed to reduce the
bisection search on restricted intervals. When shaving the time-window of a
task i, it is also proposed to keep the information propagated on the other
tasks j. This information is used to derive time-windows reductions on tasks j
which would remain unfound otherwise. Finally, a shaving technique based on
a complex partitionning of time-windows is introduced and allowed the author
to obtain remarkable results such as proving optimality and finding an optimal
1 We use indi!erently both names in this paper
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solution without backtracking (but at the expense of the CPU time) for the
FT10 job-shop problem.

2.2 Solving Disjunctions

This technique has been introduced in [6] and consists in characterizing immedi-
ate selections. For each unscheduled pair of tasks (i, j), a sequencing is posted,
e.g. i " j (resp. i # j), then constraint propagation rules are applied with
the hope to raise an infeasibility, thus proving the necessary sequencing i # j
(resp. i " j). Pridy proved in [15] that this technique is dominated by the
time-windows shaving.

3 Extending Shaving Techniques for Solving Disjunctions

The basic idea is to generalize and evaluate the shaving upon unscheduled pairs
of tasks to disjunctive k-cliques (that is, clique of disjunctions of size k) with
k > 2.

3.1 Shaving on Disjunctive Triplets

The first natural step towards this generalization is to consider triplets of con-
flicting tasks. The idea of deriving sequencing deductions from the local analysis
of disjunctive triplets of tasks first appears in [12]. Six local conditions are tested
on the triplet and if at least one is verified then one or more disjunctions on the
triplet are solved. This technique is part of the local operations family [4] where
the possible configurations of a subset of operations are derived feasible or not
from the sole use of the durations and time-windows of the subset of tasks.

We decided to test the e!ciency of this technique when used as a shaving
(or global operations) technique. Given a disjunctive resource where n tasks
must be performed, there are (n

3 ) triplets to consider one by one and sequence
in 3! = 6 possible ways. Each permutation is successively added as a constraint
and propagated by inference rules to the whole problem. If (i, j) is a pair of the
triplet, i must be sequenced before j if all the permutations of the triplet where
j is sequenced before i are proved infeasible by constraint propagation.

3.2 Shaving on Greater k-cliques (k > 3)

It is possible to generalize the former technique to greater k-cliques. In [2],
the “ r-set conditions ” are local operations based on the generalization of the
immediate selections on disjunctive pairs of Carlier and Pinson (case r = 2) to
subsets of size> 2. We intent to try to evaluate the feasibility and e!ciency of
this technique when used as a global operations technique.

The principle is exactly the same as the shaving on triplets. Given a dis-
junctive resource where n tasks must be performed, a k-clique is chosen. The k!
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possible sequencings are posted successively and constraint propagation is per-
formed on the whole problem. The goal is to derive invariant pair sequencings.

Two obvious shortcomings appear: on the one hand, the cost implied by the
k! constraint propagations needed for each k-tuple and on the other hand the
(n
k ) k-tuples to consider. The combinatorial explosion of the number of possible

permutations for a k-tuple implies the limitation of k. Depending of the size of
the problem at hand and of the amount of constraint propagation performed to
analyse each permutation, values of k up to 7 or even 8 seem reasonable. For
instance, k = 7 means 5040 constraint propagations are necessary to analyse a
7-tuple; for information only, the complete constraint propagation performed by
a set of most common rules is obtained in less than a hundredth of second on
10 × 10 job shop instances on a Pentium II 350 MHz.

To save CPU time, we also have guards to stop analysing a k-tuple without
going to the end of the k! propagations as soon as it is shown that no disjunctions
can be solved on this k-tuple. The set of disjunctions still solvable on the k-tuple
at hand is updated every time one of its permutations is not proved inconsistent,
and an empty set triggers the forsaking of the k-tuple. To test a minimal number
of permutations on hopeless k-tuples, we generate the permutations in a precise
manner. For instance, each permutation is tried in succession with its reverse
since failing to prove infeasible both orderings induces the fact that no ordering
on a pair of the k-tuple can be decided; therefore the k-tuple can be dropped.

Another factor of cost is the (n
k ) k-tuples by resource one must consider.

To keep this shaving technique tractable, we chose to apply it only on the most
critical k-tuple of each resource. Caseau and Laburthe clearly show the pertinent
insight provided by “task intervals” [7] (sets of tasks viewed as intervals) on
the bottlenecks. Their evaluation of a task interval criticality can be used to
determine on which sets of tasks apply the above k-tuple shaving technique.

3.3 Experiments: Computation of Lower Bounds

We experimented this k-tuple shaving technique with k = 7 to compute lower
bounds on 55 job-shop instances from the literature with a total number of oper-
ations ranging from 100 to 400. The general results can be summed up by saying
that, on the one hand, the shaving based upon triplets only slightly dominates
the simple shaving based on pairs while, on the other hand, the more local k-
tuple shaving improves all but 2 of the non-optimal lower bounds obtained by
applying only the time-windows shaving described in section 2. It seems that the
focus put on one critical set per resource brings out much more information than
the analysis of the (n

3 ) triplets of each resource for a CPU time increase ranging
from 2 for the large problems to 6 for the small ones. In fact, the increasing
number of triplets or pairs to consider on large problems tend to level the cost
di"erence in favour of the single k-tuple technique.
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4 Future Works

4.1 Perspectives in Shaving Techniques

Our k-clique shaving, if promising, is at the moment being quite perfectible. For
instance, when enforcing the ordering of a permutation of a k-clique by constraint
propagation on the whole problem, the only information we keep concerns the
feasibility or not of this ordering. It could be very interesting to incrementally
maintain the minimal adjustments performed on the time-windows of tasks j
not belonging to the k-clique. After the analysis of all the possible orderings of
this k-clique, these adjustments are valid lower and upper bounds of the earliest
starting times and deadlines of these tasks j and can be propagated.

Another way of research could be the improvement of an existing shaving
technique. For instance, the double shaving, introduced by Martin and Shmoys
in [13], seems to bring a significantly superior amount of characteristics on the
problem than the simple shaving. But the recursivity, even if restricted to a sin-
gle level, induces a time factor increase varying from 100 for a 10 × 10 problem
to several thousands when the problem becomes large, thus making this method
untractable on large problems. It could be interesting to study dominance prop-
erties and perform experiments to obtain most of the double shaving deductions
at a fraction of its cost. Reducing the size of the sets of tasks on which perform
recursion when a given task time-window is being shaved seems an interesting
prospect.

4.2 Use of Shaving in Neighbourhood Search

Shaving techniques, applied at the root of a search tree, are known to drastically
reduce the size of the tree when searching for optimal solutions. Despite that,
large job-shops are still out of reach of tree search procedures and one must rely
on local search to obtain good solutions in reasonable time.

Neighbourhood search procedures (NSP) for combinatorial scheduling prob-
lems as job-shops are today very popular and e!cient local search procedures
on small to medium instances. Nevertheless, the quality of the solutions tends
to drop quickly when size increases. The most e!cient NSPs [14] often use very
small neighbourhoods without the property of connectivity [18]. Searching for
very good solutions on large problems lead to consider either di"erent small
non-connective neighbourhoods [9] or a connective but large one [11].

A promising way of research could be the evaluation of the e!ciency of cuts
provided by strong consistency enforcing techniques such as shaving above the
optimum. Usual neighbourhoods in the disjunctive sheduling problems are often
based on the swapping of one or more tasks located on a critical path. The
eventual use of the disjunctions solved by shaving techniques in an NSP based
on swapping of tasks could be proved as worthy to escape from local optima,
given a su!ciently important number of permitted iterations. Indeed, if the
non-improving swapping of tasks normally chosen by the retraction heuristic
has been shown to be inconsistent by a previous consistency enforcing, then no
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improvement of the best solution can be expected from the path starting with
this move.

It remains to be seen whether the rather high cost of shaving techniques
would be worthy of their use. We conjecture that this hybrid exploitation of
constraints and neighbourhood search could be interesting on large job-shops
(e.g. 15 × 10 and beyond). 2
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